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Appendix A

Cluster expansions for Ising-type
models

In this appendix we present more background information about cluster expansions. The
cluster expansion is a frequently used perturbation expansion in statistical mechanics.
There is a vast amount of literature, for reviews see [10, 17, 30, 49, 72, 75] and many
others. First we look at high temperature models and introduce the Mayer expansion
which is an example of a high temperature cluster expansion. Then we look at the low
temperature Ising model for which the objects in the cluster expansion are contours.
Together with this expansion we review the more general setting of the expansion into
polymers. Then we introduce multi-scale methods, which enlarge the area to which the
single cluster expansion is restricted.

A.1 High temperature results

A.1.1 1D Ising model by Mayer expansion

Consider the 1D Ising model without boundary field and with free boundary conditions.
It has as Hamiltonian:

−βHN = −β
N−1∑
i=1

(σiσi+1 − 1) (A.1)

As we see from (A.1) the interactions are only between nearest neighboring sites. We
assumeβ is small so thatT = 1/β is large. Every set of broken bonds corresponds
uniquely to two flip-related configurationsσ and−σ. We setΛb equal to the set of
bondsb = (i, i+ 1):

Λb = {(i, i+ 1), 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1} (A.2)
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The partition function becomes

ZN = 2
∑
B⊂Λb

∏
b∈B

exp (−2β) (A.3)

We expand the partition function by the Mayer expansion technique. This technique is
represented by the following identity:∑

A⊂Λ

∏
A∈A

(exp fβ(A)− 1) = exp
( ∑
A⊂Λ

fβ(A)
)

(A.4)

The symbolA represents a family of mutually different subsetsA ⊂ Λ. One uses the
Mayer expansion often for high temperature expansions [72]. When these expansions
are to converge, it is needed that the absolute values of the functionsfβ(A) become
small for the desired values ofβ. Whend = 1, due to analytic continuation, it gives
a solution everywhere. The expansion is an example of a cluster expansion. We have
used a variant of it in Chapter 4 for highβ.

To apply this technique we first rewrite (A.3) into the form of (A.4):

ZN = 2
∑
B⊂Λb

∏
b∈B

(
exp (log (e−2β + 1))− 1

)
(A.5)

When we compare (A.5) with (A.4) we see the following relations. The setΛ ≡ Λb and
the subsetsA ≡ {b}, whereb is a bond ofΛb. The setsA are subsetsB ⊂ Λb. The
functionfβ(A) ≡ f({b}) = log (e−2β + 1) for all bondsb ∈ Λb.

Now we apply the Mayer expansion (A.4) to (A.5) and obtain

ZN = 2 exp
( ∑
b∈Λb

log (e−2β + 1)
)

= 2
(
e−2β + 1

)N−1
(A.6)

So the pressure equals

lim
N→∞

1
N

logZN = log (e−2β + 1) = −β + log (2 cosh(β)) (A.7)

A.1.2 Uniqueness of Gibbs measure for high temperature ord=1

For more general models one always need some regularity of the interactions.

Definition A.1. An interactionΦ is called a regular interaction whenever

∀x ∈ d :
∑
A3x

‖ΦA‖∞ ≤ C <∞ (A.8)
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For a subclass of these interactions the following theorem does hold:

Theorem A.2 (Dobrushin uniqueness criterion).AssumeΦ is a regular interaction.
Whenever it moreover holds:

sup
x∈ d

∑
A3x

(|A| − 1)‖ΦA(σ)‖∞ < β−1 (A.9)

then there is only one limiting infinite-volume Gibbs measure.

So for regular interactions, when the temperatureβ−1 is high enough, there is al-
ways an unique Gibbs measure.

Remark A.3. The original uniqueness criterion is stated for slightly more general in-
teractions. It can also be used for getting more information about the unique Gibbs
measure, e.g. its decay of correlations, which goes like the potential. For all of this and
more see [10, 21, 72].

Corollary A.4. Assumeβ < 1/2d. Then for thed-dimensional Ising model the Gibbs
measure is unique irrespectively of the 1-site interactions.

Proof. In (A.9) only setsA are summed with|A| ≥ 2. With this condition the interac-
tions of the Ising model only cover bonds{i, j} for whichΦ{i,j} ≤ 1. Then inequality
(A.9) turns into our assumption, where2d is the number of nearest neighbors. We apply
Theorem A.2 to obtain the result.

For one-dimensional translational-invariant interactions the criterion for
uniqueness turns out to be easier:

Proposition A.5. AssumeΦ is a regular translational-invariant interaction on. Then
for having an unique Gibbs measure at everyβ <∞ it is sufficient that∑

A30

A⊂

|φA|diam(A)
|A|

<∞ (A.10)

Corollary A.6. The 1 dimensional Ising model(A.1) has an unique limiting Gibbs
measure forβ <∞.

Proof. From (A.1)

−βHN (σ) = −β
∑

A⊂{1,··· ,N}

ΦA(σ) (A.11)
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with

ΦA(σ) =

{
σiσi+1 − 1 if A = {i, i+ 1},
0 0 otherwise

(A.12)

In particularΦA is translational invariant. Without losing generality we assume
N is odd. Then we can translate uniquely every setA point-wise by transformation
τ : τ(i) = i − (N + 1)/2. The setN = {1, · · · , N} translates toτN = {−(N −
1)/2, · · · , 0, · · · , (N − 1)/2}. Now we are allowed to apply the Dobrushin uniqueness
criterion in the above Proposition for the interactionsΦA.∑

A3i

|ΦA(σ)|diam(A)
|A|

≤
∑
τA30

|Φ{−1,0}(σ)|+ |Φ{0,1}(σ)| ≤ 4 (A.13)

so the Gibbs measure is unique.

A.1.3 High temperature polymer expansions

The above theorems do not state whether or not the free energy is analytic orCk. When
we restrict to interactions with stronger decay properties it holds (e.g. [72])

Theorem A.7. AssumeΦ(.) is translation invariant and

sup
x

∑
A3x

|A|k−1‖Φ(A)‖∞ <∞ (A.14)

Then the corresponding free energy isCk in the region of(A.9)

When the interactionsΦ(A) have an exponential decay in size|A| the pressure is
analytic and allows for a so-called convergent polymer expansion.

Theorem A.8. AssumeΦ(.) is translation invariant and that there is ar > 0 such that

sup
x

∑
A3x

βer|A|‖Φ(A)‖∞ < er ln
(

2
1 + e−r

)
(A.15)

Then the corresponding free energy is analytic in the region of(A.9) and so are the
correlation functions.

Having (A.9) is no guarantee for having analyticity. There are examples of non-
translation invariant interactionsΦ for which |Φ(.)|∞ is such that Theorem A.2 does
hold, but for which the free energy is not analytic (not even defined). One needs to be
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careful which interactions are taken into account [25]. The class defined by the regular
interactions is too wide to state general results about analyticity.

In high temperature spin systems the spins behave almost independently. Now we
consider the Hamiltonian defined by a more general potentialΦη

Λ(A, σΛ) (free after
[60]). As boundary condition we haveη defined onΛc. We define

Definition A.9. The supportSupp(Φη
Λ(A)) is the union of the setsA for which

Φη
Λ(A, σΛ) 6= 0 for at least one configurationσΛ.

The corresponding expansion is an expansion around the uniform measure over the
spin configurations. Forβ small the proper normalization constant is different from the
low temperature expansion. When we takeβ → 0, the Gibbs measure becomes equal
to the mentioned uniform measure. So the proper normalization is to put the partition
functionZηΛ = 1 for β = 0. The partition function is equal to

ZηΛ =
1

2|Λ|
∑
σΛ

exp
(
− β

∑
A∩Λ6=∅

Φη
Λ(A, σΛ)

)
(A.16)

Indeed, when we takeβ → 0 in (A.16) it turns into the partition function of the product
measure over the spins, which is equal to one. Now we see that the Mayer expansion
is in particular very useful for high temperature expansions. When we put (A.4) into
(A.16) we obtain

ZηΛ =
1

2|Λ|
∑
σΛ

(
e−β

∑
A∩Λ 6=∅ Φη

Λ(A,σΛ)−1
)
+1=

1
2|Λ|

∑
σΛ

∑
∂⊂SuppΦη

Λ

∏
A∈∂

(
e−βΦη

Λ(A,σΛ)−1
)

(A.17)
This is the proper setting for a polymer expansion. If we rewrite (A.17) we see

ZηΛ =
∑

∂⊂SuppΦη
Λ

wηΛ(∂) (A.18)

with

wηΛ(∂) =

{
1 if ∂ = ∅

1
2|Λ|

∑
σΛ

∏
A∈∂

(
e−βΦη

Λ(A,σΛ) − 1
)

otherwise
(A.19)

Note thatwηΛ(∂) can be negative. Furthermore, because∂ ⊂ SuppΦη
Λ, it is decompos-

able into subsetsAi such that for alli 6= j: d(Ai, Aj) ≥ 1 andwηΛ(∂) =
∏
iw

η
Λ(Ai).

This makes the above a polymer model, where the polymers are connected sets of sites
in Supp(Φη

Λ). When the interactionsβΦη
Λ(A, σΛ) are exponentially decaying in|A|
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andβ is small enough, the polymer expansion and therefore the free energy becomes
analytic uniformly for such a boundary conditionη. Becausee−x−1 ≤ 2|x| for |x| ≤ 1

|wηΛ(∂)| ≤ 2
∏
A∈∂

β|Φη
Λ(A)|, with |Φη

Λ(A)| = sup
σΛ

|Φη
Λ(A, σΛ)| (A.20)

Now we can apply the generalized Kotecký-Preiss Proposition 4.50 (2), which we have
proven in Section 4.14. By this we prove the next proposition.

Proposition A.10. There exists aτ0 > 0 such that if we assume

β|Φη
Λ(A)| ≤ exp (−τ |A|), τ > τ0 (A.21)

then
sup

A0⊂Supp(Φη
Λ)

∑
C6∼A0

e(τ−τ0)|C||φηΛ(C)| ≤ |A0| (A.22)

Proof. The condition needed for the generalized Kotecký-Preiss Proposition reads

sup
A0⊂Supp(Φη

Λ)

∑
A6∼A0

e(2+b)|A|β|Φη
Λ(A)| ≤ 1

2
|A0| (A.23)

Then if we takeb = τ − c1d− 4 = τ − τ0 − 2∑
A6∼A0

e(τ−τ0)|A|β|Φη
Λ(A)| ≤

∑
x∈A0

∑
A connected:A3x

e−τ0|A| (A.24)

Because
#{A connected:A 3 x, |A| = n} ≤ ec1dn (A.25)

and
#{x ∈ Ac, x 6∼ A} ≤ 2d|A| (A.26)

if we chooseτ0 = (c1 + ln 2)d+ 2, then it holds:

∑
A6∼A0

e(τ−τ0)|A|β|Φη
Λ(A)| ≤ 2d|A0|

∞∑
n=1

e−(2+d ln 2)n ≤ 1
2
|A0| (A.27)

i.e. the needed condition (A.23). Now we apply Proposition 4.50, the generalized KP
(2), to condition (A.23) to obtain the result.

Now we combine Theorem A.8 and above Proposition A.10 and obtain
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Corollary A.11. AssumeΦ such that for allη andΛ

β|Φη
Λ(A)| ≤ exp (−τ |A|), τ ≥ τ0 + 1 (A.28)

then the Gibbs measure is unique. The free energy is analytic in the region of(A.9), and
so are the correlation functions. The corresponding partition function is given by the
polymer expansion of which the cluster weights satisfy the bounds given by Proposition
A.10.

Proof. The condition (A.28) of the corollary is far in the region of (A.9), so the Gibbs
measure is unique by Theorem A.2. Furthermore Proposition A.10 does hold, giving
the convergent polymer expansion. Now use condition (A.23) which is also true for
anyx ∈ d if we takeA0 = {x}. This makes that condition (A.15) does hold. We
apply Theorem A.15 to obtain the analyticity of the free energy and the correlation
functions.

A.2 Low temperature expansions of 2D Ising model

A.2.1 Upper bound on the pressure by cluster expansion

As an another example we apply the cluster expansion techniques of the previous chap-
ter to the zero-field2d Ising model with+ boundary conditions, at lowT . The Hamil-
tonian equals

−βHΛ(σ) = −β

 ∑
<x,y>⊂Λ

(σxσy − 1) +
∑

<x,y>: x∈Λ, y∈Λc

(σx − 1)

 (A.29)

Note that we sum now overσxσy − 1 instead ofσxσy. It turns out to be conve-
nient for low temperature expansions. This shifts the energy by a constant, physically
unobservable. In the Gibbs measure the constant also appears in the partition func-
tion, so it cancels. The partition functionZ+

Λ is obtained by the sum over all possible
configurationsσ. The boundary ofΛ we define as

Definition A.12. For a setΛ ⊂ 2 the boundary∂Λ ⊂ 2? equals

∂Λ = {< x, y >?: x ∈ Λ, y ∈ Λc} (A.30)

An equivalent way of writing the partition functionZ+
Λ is to rewrite it into a sum

over sets of non intersecting contours (see Chapter 2).
We denoteK as the set of all contoursγ ⊂ 2?. With this we build the graph

G = (K, 6∼). The vertices are formed by the contoursγ. Between every pair of vertices
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γ andγ′ there is an edge wheneverγ 6∼ γ′. We say thatγ 6∼ γ′ wheneverγ touchesγ′.
Because of the rounding corner procedure the intersection set(γ∪Int(γ))∩(γ′∪Int(γ′))
is either empty or contains at least one dual bond. In other wordsγ 6∼ γ′ whenever the
set of the two contours{γ, γ′} does not correspond to any spin-configurationσ.

Then we putP(K) as the set of all finite subsets ofK. For a finite set of sitesΛ ⊂ 2

the setKΛ ∈ P(K) is the set of all closed contoursγ ⊂ Λ?∪∂Λ. This is because of our
chosen uniform+ boundary conditions. The setDΛ is the set of all compatible families
of contours out ofKΛ. A family ∂ of contoursγ is compatible whenever

for all γ ∈ ∂ : everyγ′ ∈ ∂ \ γ hasγ′ ∼ γ (A.31)

Or equivalently: the subgraph(∂, 6∼) of G = (K, 6∼) only consists of isolated vertices.
With these notions we rewrite the partition functionZ+

Λ :

Z+
Λ =

∑
∂⊂KΛ

wI(∂) =
∑
∂∈DΛ

∏
γ∈∂

exp (−2β|γ|) (A.32)

It is the sum over the weightswI(∂) of every set of contours∂, where we have defined
the weightwI(.) as follows:

1. wI(∅) = 1,

2. wI(γ) = exp (−2β|γ|),

3. wI(∂) =
∏
γ∈∂ wI(γ) whenever∂ compatible,

4. wI(∂) = 0 whenever∂ not compatible.

This representation (A.32) is an example of a so called polymer model. The con-
toursγ form the polymers with the weightwI(γ). For the more general case we refer
to Section 4.14.

To obtain the thermodynamic properties of the model one needs to calculate or at
least get some bounds on the free energyF . The limiting free energy is defined as

F+
I,Λ = lim

Λ→∞

logZ+
I,Λ

|Λ|
(A.33)

We see that it is convenient to rewrite the partition functionZ+
I,Λ into a product of objects

for which we have good bounds. This we can do by the so called cluster expansion and
we obtain a well controlled expansion for thelogZ+

I,Λ. The Mayer expansion is another
example of a cluster expansion.
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Note that in the partition functionZ+
Λ (A.32) every set of polymers appears only

once in the sum. There is an equivalent way of cluster expanding where the order of
polymers does matter. Every set ofn polymers is countedn! times. Then in the result-
ing clusters every polymer can appear more than once [17, 30, 72]. For an equivalent
analytic approach but with a different language see [21]. For some extensions see [13].
Our way of cluster expanding is due to Kotecký and Preiss [50] and reduces a lot of
combinatorics.

When we cluster expand equation (A.32) forZ+
Λ it results into

logZ+
I,Λ =

∑
C∈CΛ

φ+(C) (A.34)

The weightsφ+(C) we call cluster weights. They are given by the Möbius inversion
formula

φ+(C) =
∑
∂⊂C

(−1)|C\∂| log
( ∑

∂′⊂∂

∂′ compatible

∏
γ∈∂′

exp (−2β|γ|)
)

(A.35)

The setCΛ is the set of all clusters fromKΛ. ClustersC here are sets of contours such
that every contour in it is incompatible with at least one other contour from the cluster.
Furthermore any clusterC does not contain two or more mutual compatible clusters.

The clusters can be of any shape. Some are like a chain: they contain many contours
and are very long but not very wide. Others are more like a ball: they consist of a bunch
of contours which are not going far from each other.

It is easy to see that

Lemma A.13.
φ+(C) = 0, wheneverC is not a cluster

Proof. Note that the number of∂ ⊂ C is even (we also count∂ = ∅ and∂ = C). So∑
∂⊂C

(−1)|C\∂| = 0 (A.36)

This makesφ+(C) zero wheneverC is not a cluster; ifC is not a cluster thenC =
C1 ∪ C2 with C1 ∼ C2. By the Möbius inversion formula

φ+(C) =
∑
∂1⊂C1

(−1)|C1\∂1|
∑
∂2⊂C2

(−1)|C2\∂2| (logZ(∂1) + logZ(∂2)) (A.37)
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where
logZ(∂i) = log

( ∑
∂′⊂∂i

∂′ compatible

∏
γ∈∂′

exp (−2β|γ|)
)

(A.38)

Using (A.36)∑
∂2⊂C2

(−1)|C2\∂2| logZ(∂1) = logZ(∂1)
∑
∂2⊂C2

(−1)|C2\∂2| = 0 (A.39)

because of independence on∂1. Then

φ+(C) = (A.37) =
∑
∂2⊂C2

(−1)|C2\∂2|
∑
∂1⊂C1

(−1)|C1\∂1| logZ(∂2) = 0 (A.40)

For estimates on the cluster weightsφ+(C) we need to fulfill the Kotecḱy-Preiss
criterion. Then there is an uniform exponential bound. In our case it reads basically

Proposition A.14. Suppose that for a positive functionf(β) it holds

sup
γ0∈KΛ

∑
γ 6∼γ0

exp [(f(β) + 1)|γ|] exp (−2β|γ|) ≤ |γ0| (A.41)

Then
sup
γ0∈KΛ

∑
C∈C

C 6∼γ0

exp (f(β)|C|)|φ+(C)| ≤ |γ0| (A.42)

We have puta(γ) ≡ |γ| andf(β)|γ| ≡ b(γ). Finally we have set
∑

γ∈C b(γ) =∑
γ∈C f(β)|γ| = f(β)|C|. For the more general case we refer to Proposition 4.50 part

(1).
Using this Proposition it holds

Corollary A.15. For β large enough there exists a constantc0 such that for anyx ∈ Λ

sup
γ0∈KΛ

∑
C∈C

Int(C)3x

exp [(2β − c0)|C|]|φ+(C)| ≤ 1 (A.43)

Proof. By using Lemma 4.11 we prove this Proposition in the same way as we have
proven Proposition 4.12. For any constantc0 it holds:

sup
x?∈Λ?

∑
γ3x?

exp (2β − c0 + 1) exp (−2β|γ|) ≤
∞∑
n=4

exp [−(c0 − c1 − 1)n] ≤ 1
4

(A.44)
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whenc0 > c1 + 2. Because the number of dual bonds of a contour equals it length the
condition does hold for applying Proposition A.14. Now chooseγ0 as the contour with
|γ0| = 4 andInt(γ0) 3 x. Becauseγ0 contains 4 dual bonds the corollary follows by
above Proposition A.14.

A.2.2 Site percolation

Now consider the following model on the lattice2. Take the finite setΛ. Associate
with every sitei ∈ Λ the unit cube with sitei in its center. We denote this unit cube also
by i. To every cubei there is a variableσi which can be0 or 1. Now we denote byA
the setA = {i ∈ Λ : σi = 1}. Every configurationσ has an unique corresponding set
A. The weight ofσ we put equal tows(A) = exp (−8β|A|) andws(∅) = 1. Note that
this model is equivalent to independent site-percolation onΛ with p = exp (−8β).

The resulting partition function we obtain by summing over the weights of all sub-
sets ofΛ. This is equivalent with the sum over all possible configurationsσ. It is equal
to

Zs,Λ =
∑
A⊂Λ

ws(A) =
∑
A⊂Λ

∏
x∈A

exp (−8β) =
∑
A⊂Λ

exp (−8β|A|) (A.45)

Now we expand the partition functionZs,Λ by the Mayer expansion technique. Us-
ing (A.4) in (A.45) we obtain

Zs,Λ =
∑
A⊂Λ

∏
x∈A

(
exp (log (e−8β+1)−1

)
= exp

(∑
x∈Λ

log (e−8β+1)
)

=
(
1+e−8β

)|Λ|
(A.46)

Polymer representation

The above model has a polymer representation on2. The polymers are the unit cubes
x. Cubex 6∼ y if and only the associated sitesx andy are nearest neighbors. For the
cluster modelwe define the weightW (A) of a set of mutually different polymersA as
W (A) = exp (−8β|A|). Because for instancew({x, y}) 6= 0 for x 6∼ y this model is
not a polymer model. The partition functionZC,Λ of this cluster model equals

ZC,Λ =
∑
A⊂Λ

w(A) =
∑
A⊂Λ

exp (−8β|A|) = Zs,Λ (A.47)

As mentioned in Section 4.14 we have an equivalent representation which turns the
cluster model into apolymer model. Now the polymers are formed by the clusters of unit
cubesx. Each polymer one can associate with a connected set of sites ind. Any family
of mutual compatible polymers corresponds uniquely to a set of sites ind which is in
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general not connected anymore. We define the weightW (A) =
∏
a∈A exp (−8β|a|),

wherea is a connected set, whenever we can decomposeA into mutual compatible
connected setsa andW (.) = 0 otherwise. Then the partition functionZp,Λ of this
polymer model is equal to

Zp,Λ =
∑
A⊂Λ

∏
a∈A

W (a) =
∑
A⊂Λ

∏
a∈A

exp (−8β|a|) =
∑
A⊂Λ

exp (−8β|A|) = Zs,Λ

(A.48)

A.3 Nature of the clusters

In Subsection A.2.1 we have derived a cluster expansion for the 2D Ising model. Now
we consider this expansion in more detail to obtain an lower bound. For large enoughβ

Z+
I,Λ = exp

( ∑
C∈CΛ

φ+(C)
)

(A.49)

Because of the product structure of the cluster expansion forZ+
I,Λ:

Z+
I,Λ = exp

( ∑
C∈CΛ
|C|=4

φ+(C)
)

exp
( ∑

C∈CΛ
|C|≥6

φ+(C)
)

(A.50)

For clustersC with |C| = 4 the cluster weights areφ+(C) = log (1 + e−8β), compare
(A.35). Clusters with|C| = 4 do contain only one contour which encloses one site. We
can associate these clusters with the sites ofΛ. This provides

exp
( ∑

C∈CΛ
|C|=4

φ+(C)
)

=
(
1 + e−8β

)|Λ|
= Zs,Λ (A.51)

We see that, when we sum the cluster weights and take the exponential, we obtain the
same expression as for the partition function (A.45) of the site percolation model with
p = e−8β.

Intuitively (A.51) seems to be a lower bound forZ+
I,Λ because less clusters are

summed over. However in general the weight of a clusterφ(C) can be negative. So
the factor ofZ+

I,Λ in (A.50) coming from the exponential of the sum over the remaining
clustersC with |C| ≥ 6 does not need to be at least 1. By a more careful analysis we
can show that the cluster-expansion part formed by the clustersC with |C| = 4, making
upZs,Λ, is indeed a lower bound for the pressure. This is even true for smallβ, where
the total cluster expansion diverges:
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Lemma A.16. For anyβ ≥ 0
Zs,Λ ≤ Z+

I,Λ (A.52)

Proof. Each setA we can uniquely decompose in mutually compatible subsetsAi
which are clusters of cubes. Denote by∂Ai the boundary of the setsAi. This boundary
consists only of closed curvesγ in Λ? ∪ ∂Λ.

Now we compare the site model to the 2d-Ising model. Take a finite set of sites
Λ ⊂ 2. Consider a set of cubesA with A∩Λc = 0. Every sitei ∈ Λ which is covered
by a unit cubei in setA we give the spinσi = −1. The boundary of the unit cubei we
denote by∂i. The spins outsideA we set toσi = +1.

The closed curves which make the boundary∂A are the contoursγ which are
formed by the broken bonds inΛ? ∪ ∂Λ. So for every spin configuration we have
two equivalent representations. The site representation is by a setA of cubes, the Ising
representation is by a set{γ} = ∂A of contours.

The Ising weight of this configurationA equalswI(A) ≡ wI(∂A) andwI(∂A) =
exp (−2β

∑
γ∈∂A |γ|). Comparing it with the site-model weight, which isws(A) =

exp (−2β
∑

i∈A |∂i|), we see thatws(A) ≤ wI(A). In the 2d Ising model only the dual
bonds forming∂A are accounted for in the weight ofγ. But in the site model all the
dual bonds in∂i of every cubei ∈ A are accounted for.

Bond percolation

We have analyzed the part ofZ+
I,Λ coming from the single-site enclosing clusters. Now

we look at the clusters with|C| = 6. These clusters encloses two sites and contain
only one contour. So these clusters we can associate with the bondsb in Λb: the set
containing all nearest neighbor bonds inΛ. When we take the exponential of the sum
of the corresponding cluster weights we obtain

exp
( ∑

C∈CΛ
|C|=6

φ+(C)
)

=
(
1 + e−12β

)|Λb|
=

∑
A⊂Λb

∏
b∈A

(
exp (log (e−12β + 1)− 1

)
=
∑
A⊂Λb

∏
b∈A

e−12β = Zb,Λ (A.53)

This is the partition function for independent 2d bond percolation withp = e−12β .
Together with the site-percolation part ofZ+

I,Λ we see

Z+
I,Λ = Zs,ΛZb,Λ exp

( ∑
C∈CΛ
|C|≥8

φ+(C)
)

(A.54)
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More general clusters

For the remaining clusters, which has|C| ≥ 8, it can happen that the cluster weight
becomes negative. Now a particular length corresponds to more classes of clusters.
For instance the clusters with|C| = 8 we can divide in two classes. First there is the
cluster which encloses three or four sites and therefore contains only one contour. The
corresponding weight islog (1 + exp (−16β)). But now a clusterC can also consists of
two contoursγ, γ′ which enclose two adjacent sites. Then the weight becomes negative:
φ+(C) = log (1 + 2 exp (−8β))−2 log (1 + exp (−8β)) < 0. Furthermore we see that
φ(C) = O(exp (−16β)) = O(exp (−2β|C|)).

Bounds for pressure

Now we apply (A.15) to the cluster part of (A.54) to obtain an upper bound. When we
combine it with the lower bound (A.46) of the two previous sections we obtain for the
free energy for large enoughβ

log (1 + e−8β) ≤
logZ+

I,Λ

|Λ|
≤ log (1 + e−8β) + 2 log (1 + e−12β) +O(exp (−16β))

(A.55)
Note that the lower bound does hold for anyβ. By symmetry the same holds forZ−I,Λ,
which means we have proven:

Proposition A.17. For the 2d-Ising model with uniform + or - boundary conditions it
holds forβ large enough

logZ±I,Λ
|Λ|

= O(exp (−8β)) (A.56)

A.4 Multi-scale expansion for random systems

Until now in this chapter no randomness has been involved. Now we consider models
which contain some randomnessη and see if or in what way we still can apply the
expansion techniques just introduced to the partition functions which now depend onη.
Often they fail to behave in a controllable way. A more powerful expansion technique
is needed. The set of bad polymers are the polymers which decay too slow compared to
their volume size. These are responsible for the failure of the single cluster expansion.
When the set of bad behaving polymers is small enough then the disorder functions like
a small perturbation of the ordered model. For this setting the multi-scale expansion
is invented. Even when the set of bad behaving polymers still contains polymers of
logarithmic order in the system size, when this size is going to infinity we can use the
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multi-scale expansion. However the probability of having these bad polymers must be
very small and decrease fast enough when the volume size diverges.

For this multi-scale expansion we need to sort all polymers into classes. Each class
consists of only sufficiently bad polymers for which the damping of the weights rela-
tively to the size of the bad polymers lays in a carefully chosen interval. In this way the
small probability inη of a polymer being in this class should balance the relatively large
weight of the class in the sense of the Gibbs measure.

The remaining polymers which decay fast enough we treat in step zero of the ex-
pansion. This gives a partial cluster expansion consisting out of so called zero-clusters.
Afterward the multi-scale expansion is performed by expanding step by step the bad
polymers. After every step the bad contours appearing in a single class are expanded,
together with the interaction with the clusters coming from the previous steps including
the zero clusters.

The multi-scale technique originated from the KAM-theory, which originated in
classical mechanics. The unperturbed system there is rewritable as a so-called inte-
grable system(~φ, ~I) ∈ Tn × IRn with action variablesIi and angle variablesφi. The
Hamiltonian depends on the action variables only. The action variablesIi are constant
in time. The angle variablesφi(t) have as derivatives time-independent frequencies
ωi. When these frequencies are rationally independent then the motion is called quasi-
periodic. During time the trajectory fills up dense the invariant toriTn.

KAM-theory deals with small perturbations of the Hamiltonian of the formH1(~I)+
εH2(~I, ~φ). The frequencies need to be sufficiently non-rational, i.e. so-called diophan-
tine conditions need to hold. Then, when the perturbationH2 is small enough, for a
large-measure set of action variables~I the quasi-periodic tori present in the unperturbed
system will be present in the perturbed system, although slightly deformed [4].

When we apply the KAM-theory directly, usually we have unsatisfactory restric-
tions. It can be improved significantly by performing first a couple of renormalizations
on the Hamiltonian. It is written as a simplified Hamiltonian plus a perturbation. This
perturbation gets smaller after each renormalization. These renormalizations are the
multi-scale type of expansions appearing in the KAM-theory, e.g. [16].

In statistical physics a single cluster expansion (or more generally: the Pirogov-
Sinai theory when more ground states are involved) can only be used whenever we have
uniform decay in the polymer weights. Equivalently we need thePeierls conditionto
be fulfilled:

Condition A.18 (Peierls). There exists aτ > 0 independent of any polymer such that
for all polymersγ

W (γ) < exp (−τβ|γ|) (A.57)

By |γ| we denote the area which makes up polymerγ. For usual Ising contours this
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is equal to the length ofγ. This Peierls condition is an uniform condition on the decay of
polymer weights. Because of the randomness, in general this uniformity does not hold.
However often it holds foralmostall polymers withτ depending on the randomness.

Then, because of the almost uniform decay, the model with disorderη seems to be
a perturbation of the model without the disorderη. However, the perturbation can be
big on all scales; for every scale there are unbalanced contoursγ which do violate the
Peierls condition (A.57). They appear only with small and fast decaying probability in
|γ|. This is also the setting in the random boundary field Ising model we have treated
in Chapter 4; there the disorder is present on all scales and the multi-scale technique is
very useful.

Now we restrict ourselves to systems of contours on a latticed. First we have
to distinguish the contours which are well enough damped to be expanded in the 0-th
step. For this extend we define a cut-off scalel0. Every contour of which the weight
W (γ) ≤ exp (−|γ|/l0) we call balanced.

Equivalently:

Definition A.19. A contourγ is called balanced, whenever(A.57) does hold forτ =
1/l0. It is called unbalanced otherwise. The setKη0,Λ is the set of all balanced contours
restricted toΛ

It is needed that the set of balanced contours is large compared to the rest. Other-
wise the model is not treatable by a perturbational multi-scale expansion. So we need
strong large deviation estimates of the type of Proposition 4.20, which ensure that the
fraction of the total domain of the aggregates of the unbalanced contours is going to zero
when the volume gets large for almost allη. This total domain also covers the clusters
inside the renormalized weights. Note that this region is larger than the union of the
interiors of the unbalanced contours. Because these estimates are intimately related to
the construction of the regionsKi,α it is in general highly non-trivial to obtain useful
upper bounds.

Assumingη is in the mentioned set of measure 1, we perform the multi-scale ex-
pansion. First we expand the set of balanced contours by a single cluster expansion, the
zeroth step:

ZηΛ = Zb,ηΛ Zu>0

〈interaction 0-clusters︷ ︸︸ ︷
exp

( ∑
C∈C

η
0

C 6∼∂

φη0(C)
)〉

ν>0
Λ

≡ Zb,ηΛ Zη,1Λ (A.58)
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where

Zb,ηΛ = exp (−Eη(∅))︸ ︷︷ ︸
∅-configuration

exp
( ∑
C∈Cη

0

φη0(C)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
expansion cluster weights

(A.59)

and

ν>iΛ [.] =
1
Zu>i

∑
∂∈Dη

>i

∏
Γ∈∂

ρη(Γ)[.], Zu>i =
∑
∂∈Dη

>i

∏
Γ∈∂

ρη(Γ) (A.60)

As before we have denotedC0
Λ as the set of all clusters of balanced contours. We call its

elements 0-clusters andDη
>0 is the set of all families of compatible unbalanced contours.

The mean< . >ν represents the dependence between the balanced and the unbalanced
contours. The measureν>0

Λ is localized on the unexpanded partK\K0, which is formed
by the unbalanced contours.

However, because the setK\K0 is still relatively large, we have not enough control
overZu,ηΛ . It is not possible to cluster expandZu,ηΛ by a convergent single-step cluster
expansion. We need to define a cut-off scalel1. With this cut off scale we separate
the class of unbalanced contours, which behave well enough to expand in the first step.
Because of the cluster interactions we also need that this class is not too close to the
remaining unbalanced contours. The union of the first step contours is formed by the
setKη1 .

Afterwards, the unexpanded partK \ (K0 ∪ K1) is further localized, allowing to
separate a second class of contoursK2 with less decay. After the separation of the
contours inK1 the partition functionZη1 turns into

Zη1 =
∑
∂∈Dη

>1

∏
Γ∈∂

ρη(Γ) exp
( ∑

C∈C
η
0

C 6∼∂

φη0(C)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
only expandable in higher steps

∑
∂1∈Dη

1

∏
Γ∈∂1

ρη(Γ) exp
( ∑

C∈C
η
0

C 6∼∂1, C∼∂

φη0(C)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
this we will expand now

(A.61)

After the first step expansion as in Section 4.8 it becomes

Zη1 = exp
( ∑
D∈Dη

1

ψη1(D)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
prefactor clusters 1-st step

∏
α

Ẑη1,α︸ ︷︷ ︸
byproduct

renormalization

Zu1>

〈
exp

(
−
∑

C∈C
η
1

C 6∼∂

φη1(C)
)〉

ν>1
Λ

(A.62)
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When we compare (A.62) with (A.60) we see that the not expanded part changes from

Zu>0

〈
exp

(
−

∑
C∈C

η
0

C 6∼∂, ∂∈D
η
>0

φη0(C)
)〉

ν>0
Λ

toZu1>
〈

exp
(
−

∑
C∈C

η
1

C 6∼∂, ∂∈D
η
>1

φη1(C)
)〉

ν>1
Λ

(A.63)
It has become more localized. After the first step expansion the unexpanded part

has been restricted fromK \ K0 toK \ (K0 ∪ K1). Then, if we expand further until we
are finished with highly localized terms, after several steps finally we end up with an
unexpanded term like

Zu∞

〈
exp

(
−

∑
C∈C

η
∞

C 6∼∂, ∂∈D
η
∞

φη∞(C)
)〉

ν∞Λ

(A.64)

If we have chosen the cut-off scalesli and the renormalization scalesLi carefully
enough, the sum of these terms should be small compared to the sum of the remain-
der. Furthermore for the cluster expansions inψηi (D) to have a well controlled behavior
like in Proposition 4.24, we need the following. The numberslogLi should be large
compared to the volume size of any componentKi,α. Otherwise the cluster expansions
tend to diverge inli. In general the size|Ki,α| has a polynomial upper bound inli.
However the renormalization scalesLi should not be too large, because otherwise the
large deviation estimates onK\K0 go down and the normalized partition functionsẐηi,α
diverge too fast.

In the random boundary field Ising model we have treated in Chapter 4 we end up
with the interactions with and between the corner componentsK∞,i. As Proposition
4.25 and Lemma 4.26 show, the sum of these unexpanded terms is indeed small com-
pared to the sum of the remainder. ForZu∞ we can only use rough estimates, because of
the ill behavior of the involved contours. However, the area ofK∞ is small compared
to the complete volumeΛ, which is enough to compensate the lack of control over the
corner-aggregate terms.
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